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ABSTRACT
An important class of explosive eruptions, involving large-scale magma-water interaction during
the discharge of hundreds to thousands of cubic kilometers of magma, is discussed. Geologic
evidence for such eruptions is summarized. Casestudia from New Zealand, Australia, England,
and the western United Smtes are described, focusing on inferred eruption dynamics. Several
critical pxoblems that need theoretical and experimental research are identified. These include
rates at \tihich water can flow into a volcanic vent or Iumbing system, entrainment of water by
explosive eruptions through lakes and seas, effects o /’magma properties md gasbubbles on
magma-water interaction, and hazards associated with the eruptions,
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this pa r is to discuss geologic evidence for and examples of explosive
magma-water interaction m r arge-volume eruptions of silicic magma, and to pose some ~roblems
on this topic which would benefit from theoretical and experimental analysis. The empuons
which I will focus on are those which discharge several tens to thousands of cubic kilometers of
magma from subsutiace reservoirs. The evacuation of such large quantities of magma from
these resewoirs, or chambers, invariabl results in subsidenw of the overlying terrain to form
depmsions called calderas. These cal J eras form closed basins which collect large amourms of
round- and surface water and those which form in coasral environments commonly form large
ays.
As a result, subsequent eruptions are prone to magma-water interaction.
1!
?he plan of the a r is as follows, First, I will briefly describe some of the criteria which
eolo ists use in the /rIe d to identify hydrovolcanic deposits from caidera-forming eruptions.
k!ext will summarize specific cases which illustrate the general behavior of these eruptions,
Most of the cases which have been studied 10date have been eruptions of tens to a proximate] y
one hundred cubic kilometers of magma; these include the Wairakei (New Zealan (1’
), Cana Crtxk
Tuff (Australia), and Whomeyside Tuff (England) emptions (this is not intended to be an
exhaustive list), Brief mention will also be made of evidence for magma-water interaction in
eru tions approaching or exceedin 1000 km~ in volume in the southwestern United States. All
of i eseeruptions are prehistoric, \ innlly, important issues that need to addressed for these
cmptions wdl be described, including tie neassary flux of water into a high discharye rate
eruption, the effects of ma ma properties, and the climatic effects of large hydrovolcmic
eruptions com ared with i ose driven mainly by ma matic gases. Throughout the paper I have
tried to minim 1’w the use of volcanological jargon, af though it is unavoidable in places. ‘Ihe
reference list is not exhaustive but is intended to rovidc some kc worka from which the
interested articipant in this symposium can ob J n most of the in{ormation currently available
on this lop!c.
1. CRITERIA FOR RECOGN1ZJN(3 MAOMA=
WATER INTERACTION IN LAR~E
ERU~IONS

I

1.1. Panicle Characteristics
Perhaps the most important clue for hydrovolca.nic activity in silicic eruptions is the morphology of the erupted ash under microscopic (optical and scanning electron) examination, The
reader is referred to tie excellent bmk by Heiken and Wohletz [1] for a detailed presentation of
obsemauon and interpretation of ash morphology. There are two main wa s that magma can
fragment to form ash (particles <2 mm in diameter) and larger paticles. d ne way is by
exsolution of dissolved volatiles to form bubbles (vesicles) which then expand as magma rises
and is decomposed (Sparks [2], Toramaru [3]). When the bubbles attain some critical volume
fraction, which lies ktween about 0.6-0.85 depending on the composition and crystal content of
a magma (in theoretical models the critical value is commonly assumed to be 0.75), the magma
fragments and accelerates u ward. The fragmented ma ma mainly consists of small pieces of
quenched bubble walls and resser quantities of lum s of quenched, highly vesicular, magma froth
umice). This prmess is referred to as magmatic /’ragmentation because it is driven by gases
x at originally resided within the magma. An example of ash produced by magmatic fragmentation is shown in Figure la.
The second mechanism for explosive fragmentation of magma is by a fuel-coolant interaction between magma and externally derived water. This is referred to as hydrovolcanic or
htvatomagmatic fragmentation, and has been described in detail by Wohletz [4], If the magma
Kas not vesiculated or is only partially vesictdated it will fragment into blocky, dense
(nonvesicular or poorly vesicular) ash particles. An example is shown in Figure lb. In this
example tie magma was slightly vesicular, but was not fra~mented by magmatic processes, as
indicated by tie curviplanar surface which cross cuts a vesicle. Most eruptions are driven by
some combination of the two fragmentation processes. For exwnple most documented
phreatoplinian eruptions (described below) were caused by ma~ma which was already somewhat
vesiculated interacting with external water. The products of tkus mixed process are dominated by
fine-grained ash comprised of both bubble wall fragmerws and poorly vesicular, blocky shards
(Self and Sparks [5]).
Another ty~ of clast that indicates hydrovolcanic activity is accretionwy Iapilli, which are
spherical or subspherical aggre ates of ash particles hat rain out of eruption plumes as
“mudballs.” Accretionary Iapilf i are typically a few millimeters to a centimeter in diameter,
Schumacher and Schmincke [6] review the occurrences of accretiona.ry la illi and describe in
detail the types which are found at the Laacher See volcano in (lennany. %1e detailed messes
which reduce accretionary Iapilli area current topic of investigation, but it is known i :at they
result from aggregation of ash onto wet particles or nuclei and hence require the presence of
liquid water in M eruption cloud. The presence of sparse accreticmary lapilli in a p roclastic
deposit does not necessarily demand a hydrovolcanic entption, but an abundance o : such Iapilli
commonly does indicate hydrovokmnism.
1,2. Fallout deposits
Large magnitude, silicic hydrovolcanic eruptions can have high standing buoyant plumes
from which ash fulls out u, produce deposits which bhmkct the tcrrtiin and hove certain
characteristics which distinguish them from ftdlout deposits of magmatic eruptions (Self and
S urks [5]), These deposits and the eruptions which produce them arc calied “phreatopliniimi”
d ey are fine grained throughout their extents, with median diumctms rarely exceeding 0,5 mm
(more commonl the median diameters are O.I-(),25 mm), reflecting extremely efficient
frugmcnuition o / the erupting magma duc to explosive interaction with water (compurc with
mediun diameters of tens of centimeters fo:>proximal fallout deposits
from magmatic eruptions
of simhr magnitude), Phrcuk@iniun deposits exhibit improved smting with incmasin distance
from vent because the rare coarse ~articlcs full out in proximal areas along with fine M/!, as
opposed to de osits from magmnuc eruptions where sorting gcnernlly changes vcty Iiulc
downwind. TPle overull sorting of phrcutopliniun deposits can be somcwhut poorer than their
mtigmtilic counterputw, which are sortwl accmhng m ,settling vclocilics of particles, becuu,sc of
rain :Imhing cffuts,
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Phreatoplinian deposits are dispersed away from their vents in a similar manner to
magmatic eruptions of similar magnitude, covering areas of 50 km2 to more than 100,000 km2
(Self and Sparks [5]). Dispersal depends on height of eruption plumes (a.k.a. columns), and this
range of values implies plume heights of a few kilometers 10several tens of kilometers. Plume
height in turn is strongly dependent on entrainment and heating of ambient air. It seems likely
that phreatoplinian eruption columns exit their vents at cooler temperatures than magmatic
eruptions because of the quenching effm of water and he energy required to vaporize it, and
this would seem to limit the ability of the column to heat entrained air. This effect may be
counterbalanced by the fact that phreatoplinian eruptions produce much finer grained ash than
magmatic eruptions so that the heat that does remain in the pa-ticks after magma-water
interaction is more efficiently transferred to the gas phase (higher surface area to volume ratio for
the pardcles). Another effect which may counterbalance the ICWeruption temperature is condensation of water in the steam-laden plume as it rises and cools. This would release latent heat and
therefore regain a portion of the energy lost in the magma-water interaction,
Bedding features of phreatoplinian deposits are commonly characterized by fine-scale
lamination, aJthough some deposits are only crudely stratified (e.g., Self and Sparks [5], Walker
[7]), It apprs that fallout from phreatoplinian eruptions is commonly accompanied by rainfall
(probably condensing within the eruption plumes) and local microbedding caused by splashing
rain drops is common in the deposits, In addition, deposits can exhibit internal gullying and
erosion due to locally heavy rains during the eruptions, Slumping features are common in the
deposits because they am often wet.
1.3, Deposits from pyroclastic cuments
Large-volume silicic eruptions usually produce laterally-flowing, ground-hugging currents
that are driven across the landscape by their high density relative to the atmosphere and b blast
phenomena, The currents consist of a mixture of vapor and particles with a wide mnge o ! sizes
and densities, and typically travel at s~ds of tens 10hundreds of meters per second. Resulting
deposits can range from massive, poorly sorted beds (commonly refereed to as igni,mbritcs) to
stratified and cross stratified sequences (pyroclastic surge deposits), depending on the rate at
which particles sediment out of the currents. Large igmmbrites from magmatic erup(ions are
deposi~d at high tem~ratures (greater than about 500 C) so that particles are still viscous and
sticky, and, under their own overburden load, form welded zones where particles are partly or
completely fused to each other, lgnimbrites from hydrovolcanic eruptions are deposited at much
lower temperatures due to quenching during magma-water interaction, and because of this terid
LObe nonwelded to slightly welded. They also commonly contain accmtionary Iapilli which are
rare in ignimbrites from magmtuic eruptions. Examples of hydrovolcanic ignimbrites are
described by Self [8] and McPhic [9],
Pyroclastic surge de osits share many similarities with windblown or waterluin
scdimentiiry deposits, suc [ as dunes, antidunes, chute-and-pool structures, and ri plcs; they arc
t.houghl to form from currents with relatively low particle concentrations and hig [ Iy unsteady
flow. If the cuficnt is hot enou~h or has a low steam content (if it is clilutcd by cntruincd air, for
example), the deposits arc relatively well sorted and cross stratification is at low angles. Tnese
deposits are common from hydrovolcanic eruptions hut can also wcur in magmatic eruptions.
Cooler, steam-rich cuments can contain appreciable quantities of condensed water which criuscs
particles to become cohesive, As a resul~ the deposits are relatively poorly soned and hi h mglc
cross stratification is common; in sctmc cases deposits are plastered onto near vertical su r!uccs
(see Cas and Wright [ 10]). This type of surge deposit is a strong indicutor of hydrovokxnic
aclivity,
2. CASE STUDIES
In this seclion I very hriclly summurizc what is know ub(m[ SOIIW of tk hcs( dtwumcntud
excrnplcs of hydrovolumic culduru-fotmmg eruptions, The goul is to providu dcscriptiuns ol’the
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main feaumes of these emptions which must be used as a framework for any theoretical or
experimental studies. Mom detailed accounts of the eruptions can be found in the cited papers.
2.1. Wairakei Formation, New Zealand
The Waira.kei Folmation is the resultofalarge(>150
km3 of magma) hydrovolcanic eruption approximate] 20,000 years ago on the North Island of New Zealand. It has been described
in detail by Self [1], and the information tha[ follows is based on his account. The eruption was
centered in the Taupo caldera, which currently has dimensions of about 25 x 35 km and is
occupied by Lake Taupe, which is locally as deep as 125 m. The Taupo caldera has been a
source of repeated large-volume eruptions since about 330,000 years ago (Wilson et al. [11]) and
has had its current geometry since about 26,500 years ago (Wilson [12]). The Wairakei eruption
was strongly influenced by tie fac~ that much of it occumcd through Lake Taupe.
The emption consisted of six main phases. The fmt phase occumed as the cmption began
in shallow water. A plume of fine grained ash rose into the atmosphere and deposited a
phreatoplinian unit, This unit exhibits a slight increase in grain size toward its top which has
been inteqmxed by Self [8] to record a gradual decrease in the ratio of water to magma, probably
due to a combination of dropping lake levels and accumulation of debris around the vent which
reduced the accessibility of water to the vent, This led to the second phase which was
dominantly, but not completely, caused by magmatic fragmentation and produced a thin pumice
falloul de osit, Water regained access to the vent during the third phase to produce a very wet
plume of [ ighly fragmented ash. Ash was deposited as accretionary lapilli along with muddy
rain. Violent explosions are indicated by the presence of pyroclastic surge deposits. These
explosions rapidly widened t-hevent and an increase in the influx of water. The eruption
discharge rate increased so that the column became unstable, collapsed, MCIfed extensive
par$cle-laden pyroclastic currents resulting in a widespread ignimbrite during phase four. As the
lgmmbnte-formmg phase came to a close the eruption returned a~ain to a high standing plume
with moderate magma-water interaction, producing Rcoarser gramed fallout deposit (phase five).
Toward the end of phase five magma-water interaction increased, Icading to the final phase
during which mor; ignimbrites were deposited.
Ash deposits from this eruption sequence are remarkably widespread, covering more than
10 million km2 (-10% of the southern hemisphere) with 1 mm or more of ash. Most of the
North Island of New Zealand received more thrm 15 cm of fallout ash, The Chcitham Islands,
800 km downwind from Taupe, were blunkeled with 12 cm of Wairakei ash, This wide dispersal
indicates that the eruption plumes attained altitudes of 30 km or more. Ignimbrite-forming
cunents traveled up to 70 km rudiully away from the vent, overlapping mountains more than 600
m high, leaving deposits several meters to about 50 m thick. It is clear lhat a new eruption of this
type would have catastrophic consequences.
2.2. Cana Creek Tuff
McPhie [9] described deposits from tin tmcicnt erup~ion t.ht wu.sprobubly similar in mugnitude and dynamics to the Wairakei eruption. Thc,sc deposits, called the Cana Creek Tuff, arc of
Late Carboniferous age (285-320 million ycurs ago) and reside in Ncw Smuh Wales, Australia.
Because of the formation’s age and dcforrncd nuturc, il is difficult to develop as detiled An
‘mdcrstanding of the Cana Creak emptive events as wus possible for the Wairakci deposits,
Nevertheless, McPhie [9] was able 10distinguish five main emptive events, FirsL wttwr-rich
eruptions produced wet yroclastic dclwis that accumulated near the vent(s) and was subsequcntly carried towan f’medial regions by shectfloods and debris flows to roducc a bawl
sequence of water.luin volcanic debris, Thick (20-60 m), nonweldcd i$nim Brite, similar to tiow
of phase four at Wairalmi, were deposited next, indicating an increase m magma dischar~c rate.
The eruption then shifted to a high-standing, buoyant ~hrcatoplinian plume which dcposucd fine
ash fallout layers, and wus followed by u return to igmmbrik forming emptions, The finul
eruptive phusc was similur to t.lwopening phu.sc where dchris piled up ncur the vcm und WAS
rwlcpositcti at more distanl u-w by flomls tind ddwis flows,

The most notable aspect of the Cana Creek Tuff eruption, compared to the Wairakei
eruption, is predominance of water-driven sedimental processes resulting from the wet
eruptions. Hazard assessments at silicic volcanoes that may be rone to extensive magma-water
interaction should account for the possibility of extensive mud %ows and floods during the
course of eruptions.
2.3. Whomeyside Tuff
The Wairakei and Cana Creek Tuff events were characterized by a predominance of
extensive magma-water interaction during the eruptions, with perhaps only brief periods of
dominantly magmatic eruption recorded in the Wa.irakei sequence. From this it can be implied
thal tie vents were below or very close in elevation to the water level in the lakes through which
they erupted. The Whomeyside Tuff emption, which occurred between 450 and 475 million
years ago in northwestern England, underwent a somewhat different evolution as described by
Branney [13]. The eruption apparently was initially driven mainly be magmatic processes which
produced large, welded ig-nimbritcs. The eruption then became phreatoplinian, indicating that
water gained access to the vent. Branney [13] suggests that this occurred as caldera collapse
kgan in response to evacuation of large volumes of magma from the subsurface. The water
probably came from either a lake which was filling a nearby volcano~tonic depression or from
the nearby ocean. From this example we can see that the style of initial eruption can cause
subsequent intense magma-water interaction, which in turn affects the eruption processes.
2.5. Larger eruplions in western United States
The western United States and Mexico have deposits from hundreds of mid- to lateCenozoic caldera-forming eruptions of 100 km 3 to more than 3000 km~ eruptive volume.
Although many of these deposits have been studied for petrologic, geochemlcal, and economic
reasons, there has been relatively little application of modem physical volcanological techniques
or ideas to them. De~iled studies of the Peach Springs Tuff [14] and rccolmaissance studies of
other large eruptions in the San Juan (Colorado) and southern Nevada volcanic fields are
suggesting hat magma-wuter interaction has played an imporwnt role in many of these eruptions.
The Peach Springs Tuff (approximate age -18,5 million years) is an extremely widespread
deposit that originidly covered an area of 250 km (west to eas~) by 160 km, with the likely vent
roughly in tie center of the covered area [14, 15], The deposit is dominated by a single
ignimbrite of approximately 640 km~ in volume [ 15]. In one sector of the Peach Springs Tuff
distribution there is a thin (generally less than 1 m) srquence of deposits which records a
complex interplay between magmatic and hydrovolcanic eruption mechanisms at the beginning
of the eruption. Valentine et al [14] imerprcted this sequence as consisting mainly of pyroclutic
surges, but there is some debate that they may be minor fallout deposits [16, 17]. Variations in
the abundance of hydrovolcanic com orients (poorly- 10mm-vesicular shards and lithic
fragments) indicate that the cruplion L gun with a brief phase of magmatic explosive octivity
which after a rela(ivcly short time experienced an tibrupt increase in hydrovolcanic activity
followed by a gruduul return to mtigmutic activity, During this ini!ial phase lhc erupted matcriid
was dominantly juvenile (fragrncnts of qucnchcd ma~mu, us oppo,sed to foreign rock frugmcnts).
The end of this ~hmc and u period of quiescence lwlln ~ut leasl an hour are rccordcd by the
rescnce of a thin layer of fine ush. Valentine ct d, I It ] infcmd thut the ven[(s) hud bccornc
I Iockcd by slumping of the WUIIS,During the quic[ period mugmu-water intcrtiction procecdwi
until a violent biuting event chxcd Lhcvcm und dcposi!cd BIuycr rich in hydrovohxmic ash u.nd
pulverized forci~n rock fmgmcnts, The venl(s) widened rapidly so thut the eruption quickly
evcdvcd into a high-discharge rute, stcudy ush fountain which produced the main ig-mmbritc.
In the case of the Pcuch Springs Tuff, and possibly of other Iargc-volume i nimhriux in the
wcstcm U,S,, magmu-water intcruc~ion appcurs to huvc driven the eru ticm rapi ! ly toward a
fountuin hehuvior, where most of [hc erupted matcriul hugs the groun J in pyrocla.slit currents
nnd is ckpt)sikxi us igrinfvik or pyroclwuic surge. This differs mi)lkdly from the other
exumplcs dcscrikl uhovc, where Iurgc-,sculcmugmu-wutcr intcrm.lion cnhunccd the otmosphcric
dispcrsul of firm ush.

3. PROBLEMS
This sw.ion briefly points OULsome of the interesting problems associated with magmawater interaction in very large eruptions. All of these problems would benefit from experimental
and theoretical studies.
3.1. Magma discharge and required water input rates
Large, caldera-forming eruptions discharge magma at rates of c. 106-109 kg/s for fallout
events and c. 108-1010 kg/s or higher for ignimbrite-producing events, Wohletz and McQueen
[18] suggested that maximum explosive efficiency occurs when the mass ration of water to
magma is between 0.35-0.7. Thus for large-volume h drovolcanic emptions the water mms
influx rate into the vent or conduit system is almost o / the same order as the magma discharge
rates. In terms of volume flux rates, phreatoplinian events require 1(#-106 m3/s, and ignimbrite
events
uire 105-107 m3/s influx rates. These rates are probably not a problem for cases where
the vent(s
? are situated beneath standing bodies of water. For situations where groundwater
dominates, such high flux rates may be difficult to attain by mechanisms of flow through porous
or fractured media. Even for eruptions through bodies of surface water, thou h, the presence of
nonvesicular ash particles indicates that the magma-water interaction was, at f east in part, taking
place al depths below the level of magmatic fragmentation, so that rates of groundwater flow
must play a key role in most of these eruptions (it is assumed that surface water is not able to
pour into the vent to great depths a ainst erupting gas and ash that is flowing outward at speeds
of a few hundred meters pr secon f ).
A related issue is the relative importance of magma-water interaction in Lheemptivc jet,
after it has exited the vent, compared to interaction within the vem and conduit system. If the
vent is under water lhen the jet must traverse some depth of water and it seems likely that some
of it could be entrained. This water could quench and further fmgment particles in the jcl,
Erupting mixtures of gas and ash in explosive silicic events typically have mixture densities
ranging from 1-20 kg/m3, thus the jet is substantially less dense than the water through which it
erupts. Mixing dynamics of turbulent jets flowing into denser fluids could provide some
impoflant constrain~ on this problem.
3.2. Effects of magma properties
Most experimental research into explosive magma-water interaction has focused on cues
where the magma has a Newtonian or near-Newtonian rheology and a relativel low viscosity
(bas~tic magmas). Silicic magmas, which chamctefin the eruptions discussc J in this paper,
have viscosities from 103 10~ Pa-s, de riding on temperature and volatile content, which are
two to five orders of magnitude large r an basaltic magmas. Wohlet.z [19] sug ests that these
high viscosities would require longer mixing times for explosive interaction, 8JivL?n Imnsit Umcs
on lhe order of 10-100s for M erupting mixture to traverse the upper kilometer of the Earth’s
crust, what are the limits of explosive magma-water interaction in large eruptions?
A very important issue that needs dctuiled study is the effect of gas bubbles in the mugma
on explosive intcruction with water. By the time most silicic mugmus reuch the upper kilometer
or so of the crust, where groundwater begins to be readily avuiluhlc, tic~ can he expected to
conuiin AMmuch as 0,7 volume fructicm of bubbles, (viscosi[y, vcsicularlty), Thus mm end
member of magma-water interaction thut could he studied cxpcrimcntully is the case where the
magma is a compressihlc foam,
3,3, Climatic cffcus tmd huzwds of Iwgc-sculc hydrovokanic eruptions
The cue sludics discus.wl ubovc poin[ OUIIwo opposite effects of mugmu-wutcr intcruction
in Iurgc-volume cmp[ions. Firs[, lhc Io’rnation of phrcutoplinitin ciup[ion columns could rcsuh
in very cf!icitmt dispcrstil of fine ush high in the utmosphcm, which could huvc IIrungc of
climutic c!fccLs such IISIocul cooling duc to mflcction of solur rwliution. A plume such us thut
6

which accompanied the Wairakei eruption, leaving 1 mm or more of ash over 10% of the
southern hemisphere, would likely cause a global climate pefiurbation due to reflection alone.
Phreatoplinian eruption plumes could inject large quantities of water vapor into the stratosphere.
Tle effects of ibis water, including effects on the formation of aerosols, are important topics for
future study. The second, and op~site, effect of magma-water interaction is exemplified by the
Peach Springs Tuff. In this eruption it appears that magma-water interaction acted to rapidly
widen the vent(s) so that the eruption moved rapidly to an ignimbrite-producing fountain phase.
This concentrated most of the erupted debris on the ground and may have actually decreased the
climatic effect of the eruption.
Hazards that may be accentuated in large-volume, silicic hydrovolcanic emptions include
aviation hazards due to widely dispersed, fine grained ash at high altitude. Ash clouds produced
by phreatoplinian eruptions may linger at high altitude for very long times because of the low
settling velocities of the small particles. For people living in a region surrounding such an
eruption the hazards from ash fallout and pyroclastic density currents would be serious.
Additional hazards would be large-scale, syneruptive floods and mudflows and torrential muddy
rains.
CONCLUSIONS
I have only scratched the surface in this paper on issues related [o the identification of
large-volume silicic hydrovolcanic emptions, some case studies, md problems that need to be
addressed. A large fraction of active or dormant silicic calderas in the world today either contain
lakes or are situated on coasts, Thus it would be prudent to improve our understanding of this
important class of explosive eruptions.
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Figure 1. Scanning electron micro holographs of ash particle from tie Peach Springs Tuff,
Arizona, (a) Ash panicle produce 1 by magmatlc fragmentation, The particle consists of tubeshaped vesicles md has a very high porosity. (b) Ash particle produced by hydrovolcanic
fragmentation. Notes tlmt it is poorly vesicular, and vesicles ure cross-cut b. curviplanar
surfaces.

